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1: Florence and Lea Hurst 

A quick survey of some of the known and not-so-well-known facts about Florence’s life in the parish raises 
some interesting questions about the role of Lea Hurst in the past and into the future. 

Born in 1820, (and thus this year is her bicentenary), she lived as an infant at Lea Hall whilst her father set 
about enlarging and modernising the early Jacobean house that became Lea Hurst. Peter Nightingale had 
purchased Lea Hurst and 1,381 acres of land around it in 1771. Having inherited ‘Mad Peter’s’ substantial 
fortune derived principally from lead mining, farming and cotton spinning, William Shore Nightingale was 
able to provide his wife and daughters with a Derbyshire country retreat, a London home for the season and 
a winter home in a 66 room country seat in Hampshire. Of all these homes, Lea Hurst was closest to 
Florence’s heart and memory.  

We know that Florence disliked many features of the life she was born into: she was deeply uncomfortable 
with the vacuity of upper-middle class expectations of women and refused, ultimately to accept them. She 
could not accept a life without purpose. It was after treating her own household servants and local villagers 
during an influenza epidemic in Embley in Hampshire that she she experienced her turning point. We can 
date this precisely to February 7th 1837: she had a sensation of direct communication with God: ’God 
spoke to me and called me to his service’. Florence was just 16. Many years later, her sister Parthenope said 
of Florence that once she had seen distinctly what she thought to be God’s will: ‘it was the most resolute & 
iron thing I ever saw.’ 

We have a double portrait of Florence with her 
older sister Parthenope which was completed 
in 1836. Here the still sixteen-year old Florence 
is uncharacteristically shown working on some 
worsted - the sort of activity she hated - whilst 
her far less bookish sister is shown with the 
Bible. More characteristically, Florence avoids 
direct eye contact with her onlooker.  

During this period of her life, Florence was also 
active in and around the hamlets of Dethick, 
Lea and Holloway. She was a frequent visitor all 
over the parish dispensing food, clothes and 
blankets to the most needful and offering 
advice and comfort to the sick and dying. 
Partly this was the accepted role of a daughter 
of the manor, a social and moral obligation of 
the principal landowner. But it went further 
with Florence. Her mother recalled that, at the 
age of 15, ‘she was often missing in the 
evening’. Her mother would search for her in 
the village and find her, ‘sitting by the bedside 
of someone who was ill & saying she could not 
sit down to a grand 7 o’clock dinner.’  
Parthenope, writing to her grandmother at 
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Cromford Bridge House in 1836 said: ‘Flo has been very busy paying visits in the village. The people about 
here are very fond of her & she likes them & is always sorry to leave them.’ According to a leading account 
of Florence’s life, ‘the Nightingale’s were popular with the villagers. The family’s return to the Hurst each 
summer was greeted by the playing of the local band at the entrance to the estate’.   

This was not all personal mythologising: Florence was very active in the villages during this period of her life 
and struck up relationships with the local doctors from Wirksworth to Crich, commissioning them to attend 
particular cases. At around this time, part of the accommodation above the Jug and Glass was turned over 
to a make-shift hospital for injured workers at the quarries, smelting works or mill where Florence assisted 
and officiated. ‘Mad Peter’ had built the row of cottages as well as the hostelry, so, like much else, this was 
a family interest and commitment.  

Florence received two proposals of marriage at Lea Hurst: in 1840 one Marmaduke Wyvill wrote to her 
father expressing, ‘the very great affection that has been inspired in me for your second daughter…& which 
I flatter myself she equally shares’. Florence got a letter from Marmaduke also: ‘If I am not mistaken by your 
manner & looks, then happiest am I of all mortals, but trembling do I wait to hear that you will confide 
yourself to my care & allow me to become your protector and guardian…’ He didn’t have to tremble for 
very long: Florence decided she didn’t require a protector or guardian: she required a vocation.  She had a 
second relationship from her mid to late twenties from a much more serious suitor: Richard Monckton 
Milnes. This is a more complicated story: suffice to say that after many years of on-off courtship and a final 
proposal in 1849, the relationship ended, in some confusion. Milnes was a frequent visitor to Lea Hurst and 
much more of a match for Florence, but she couldn’t take that step. He married someone else quickly. In 
1855 his second daughter arrived and he named her Florence in her honour and his family, by now friends 
of the wider Nightingale clan, remained visitors to Lea Hurst.  

By her early thirties, Florence was ill and depressed. She had argued incessantly with her parents about 
being released from her social obligations as a family member and pursuing her own vocation in nursing 
care. Anxious not to lose her, they offered her the use of Cromford Bridge House as a kind of local hobby 
institution for the care of the elderly. This was considered a highly unsuitable profession for a woman of her 
background, but at least would keep her close at hand. Florence refused. She went on a trip to Egypt with 
family friends to improve her health and her spirits. On her return journey, her parents had approved a short 
fortnight’s visit to a a German hospital at Kaiserswerth simply to inspect the different branches of its work 
and to see what the effect might be of Christian principles on the running of a care-based community. She 
felt instantly at home.  

She gradually prised herself away from her family after her stay at Kaiserswerth. By 1853 she had gained the 
management of her own institution in Harley Street. She was nursing there during London’s worst ever 
outbreak of cholera which tore through Soho and round about: 500 died in 10 days and she volunteered at 
the Middlesex Hospital. As the outbreak died down she came back in August 1854 to Lea Hurst, her visit 
coinciding with the arrival of Elizabeth Gaskell. She was writing the serialised North and South and was 
struggling with deadlines; the idea was that the peace and quiet of Lea Hurst would speed her work on. 
Gaskell, ten years older than Florence, became deeply interested in Florence and her nature. They 
eventually quarrelled quite fiercely. It began when Parthenope, only with ‘extreme difficulty’, persuaded 
Florence to visit a widow in the village who had recently lost her husband. The woman was well known to 
Florence: she had nursed her son on his death bed seven years earlier. ‘She will not go among the villagers 
now, because her heart and soul are absorbed by her hospital plans, and, as she says, she can only attend 
to one thing at once. She is so excessively soft and gentle in voice, manner and movement that one never 
feels the unbendableness of her character when one is near her.’ Thus wrote Gaskell to a friend.  

What became the Crimean War had commenced the year before in 1853 in the Balkans: the scene shifted 
to Sevastopol in the Crimea as Elizabeth and Florence were at Lea Hurst at the end of summer 1854. 
Florence began to read the first shocking reports of British military defeats - and medical mayhem - in The 
Times whilst at Lea Hurst that September. By November, after frantic politicking and preparations, she was 
at Scutari with her 38 trained nurses and 15 nuns.  
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The rest is history of course: by February of 1855, at the age of only 34, the internationally iconic image of 
Florence as ‘the Lady with the Lamp’, made its first appearance in the Illustrated London News. The 
‘Florence phenomenon’ took off; within a year thousands of baby girls had been christened Florence, 
almost every home an image of her saintly care, statuettes were cast, images multiplied and the Nightingale 
Fund launched: the very first national appeal aimed at every social class. It was wildly successful and 
eventually paid for the building of St Thomas’s Hospital over the river from Parliament.    

Florence and her family hated the notoriety and attention. By the time Florence herself got off the train at 
Whatstandwell on August 7th 1856 she had been away at war for 21 months. She travelled as ‘Miss Smith’ 
to avoid attention. She surprised her family by coming in at the field gate of Lea Hurst after climbing up 
from the canal. ‘She came in like a bird…so quietly that no one found her out’, wrote Parthenope. The next 
day those local churches with bells rang them and there were prayers of thanksgiving at Lea Methodist 
Chapel, built by the Nightingales in the 1670’s. Lea Hurst began to receive unwelcome attention. 
Trespassers were caught in the grounds: Hilary Bonham-Carter (Florence’s cousin), recommended ‘No 
Entrance’ signs at Lea Hurst’s gates. Mr Nightingale came across an old soldier leading a group around Lea 
and Lea Bridge and making their way up Yew Tree Hill. They introduced themselves, realising to whom they 
were speaking and praised Florence. In a letter to his wife he recounts it thus: ‘Well, said I, ‘she has done 
her best I dare say’. The man is now a recruiting sergeant for the Derbyshire Militia. ‘Yes’ he said, ‘I have 
seen a good number of soldiers returned from Scutari - there she was with her dim lamp, in the night & 
there was not one who did not feel himself blessed by the sight of her. If she comes to London she will be 
carried through the streets…’  What next? Will she call the dead to life?’ There spoke a father who felt that 
all of this was getting a little out of hand.  

The years of drama at Lea Hurst were drawing to a close, but not her presence there. Florence had come 
back from the Crimea with, it is thought, brucellosis, an infection often caught from unpasteurised milk, 
particularly goat’s milk. It can be chronic and lifelong and Florence took to her bed in the Burlington Hotel 
in London’s West End. Her illness was real and flared up unpredictably; but is was also a means of 
controlling access to her and fending off distractions and demands from others. Her interest in her 
Derbyshire roots was maintained, even at a distance. She badgered the local doctor incessantly by letter 
insisting on whom he should visit and settling his bills from the annual allowance from her father, her 
financial lifeline throughout her life.  

In the mid 1860’s her parents began to decline and after eight years of isolation in London with her 
extensive Parliamentary work and campaigning, she began to spend time again at both Embley and Lea 
Hurst. In 1867 she was at Lea Hurst, always her favourite, for three months, the next year for one. Her 
mother became mentally infirm, her sister gripped by arthritis. By 1873 the burden fell on Florence alone: 
‘Upon me, the only one of the family who has any real work to do, the whole thing is thrown….My London 
work is ruined & I reduced to a sort of trembling corpse’. In 1873 she was two months at Lea Hurst looking 
after both parents. In early 1974, back at Embley, her father came down to breakfast, discovered he’d 
forgotten his watch and started upstairs to fetch it. He slipped and fell, hitting his head and died instantly. 
Florence by this time was in London, too ill herself to attend his funeral.  

Under the terms of ‘Mad’ Peter Nightingale’s will, the entailed estates passed to William’s sister and her 
husband - not to Florence or Parthenope. Florence’s mother couldn’t understand why she was no longer the 
mistress of both houses. Florence was allowed Lea Hurst in 1875 so that her mother could be nursed in 
familiar, smaller surroundings. In 1877 they were here for two months of the summer; Florence records that 
she supervised the disinfection of the footman’s room who had recently died of smallpox. She sends an 
account of the man’s last hours to his mother.  

Both of the family’s houses were proving more costly to maintain and run than their new owners could 
realistically afford. Both houses were let for parts of the year. In the late 1870’s, Florence turned her 
attention to the running of the local school that her parents had founded and she started a coffee house as 
an alternative to alcohol. For a time it closed one of the pubs. Florence re-established contact with many 
local families whom she had known for over 50 years, especially the tenants in the Lea cottages and 
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increased her use of Dr Dunn. Her accounts reveal that her support went far wider than that: she paid for 
hospital stays, medicines, cleaning help, private nurses. Dr Dunn was required to report at regular intervals 
on how his charges were getting on. Local family names crop up in their correspondence: Swindell, 
Henstock, Holmes, Peach, Wren, Limb.  

Florence’s mother died in 1880 at the age of 94, Parthenope in 1890 at age 71. Her immediate family and 
many of her friends were gone: she was assuming the status of a survivor. After 1880 and her mother’s 
death, Florence never visited Lea Hurst again. It had been part-let for several years already. Her last visit to 
Embley was in 1893 and it was sold in 1896.  

Louis Hilary Shore Nightingale, the son of Florence's cousin William Shore, died in 1940 and with him the 
Nightingale name.  Lea Hurst was sold in1946 to Lt Colonel Ernest Halford, who, wishing to maintain a 
reference to its illustrious heritage, enabled the Royal Surgical Aid Society to establish it as a nursing home 
on his death. It was sold again in 1951 to William Bowmer, a farmer, coal merchant and landlord of The 
Wheatsheaf in Whatstandwell, and he enabled the site to continue to be used as a nursing home as a 
further gesture towards respecting the Nightingale legacy.  

The site continued as a nursing home until 2004, by which time it no longer had enough residents to be 
financially viable. An attempt was made to improve its financial position by selling off land for sheltered 
housing, establishing a Nightingale museum and building visitor facilities but these were opposed and 
rejected. Two private owners have possessed Lea Hurst since, in 2004 and then again in 2011. 

2020 was to have been the year of in-depth 
celebration of Florence’s bi-centenary. The 
University of Nottingham has been running a wide-
ranging research programme called ‘Florence 
Nightingale Comes Home for 2020’ which is 
highly recommended: you can begin to sample the 
many stories and angles on Florence’s life - and 
Lea Hurst - that they have uncovered here:  
http://www.florencenightingale.org/florence-
nightingale-in-derbyshire/lea-hurst.aspx  

Unfortunately, Covid-19 has put paid to many of 
the planned events and an exhibition, but much of 
what was planned has been put online.  

This new book, featuring a Parthenope sketch of 
Florence in a window at Lea Hurst, is to be 
published in November this year.  

In the background are those ‘interlacing hills’ that 
so caught the imagination of Mrs Gaskell during 
her North and South stay in 1854. They are still the 
most often quoted words describing Lea Hurst and 
its setting: 
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High as Lea Hurst is, one seems on a pinnacle, with the clouds careering around one. Down below is a garden 
with stone terraces and flights of steps - the planes of these terraces being perfectly gorgeous with masses of 

hollyhocks, dahlias, nasturtiums, geraniums etc. Then a sloping meadow losing itself in a steep wooded 
descent (such tints over the wood!) to the River Derwent, the rocks on the other side of which form the first 

distance, and are of a red colour streaked with misty purple. Beyond this, interlacing hills, forming three ranges 
of distance; the first, deep brown with decaying heather; the next, in some purple shadow, and the last 

catching some pale, watery sunlight.'

http://www.florencenightingale.org/florence-nightingale-in-derbyshire/lea-hurst.aspx
http://www.florencenightingale.org/florence-nightingale-in-derbyshire/lea-hurst.aspx
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2: The Heritage Question 

Identity is a very important component of place. We like places that are distinctive, that have their own 
character and a history which speaks through their buildings, road layouts, lanes, fields, landscapes and the 
remnants of old industries. This parish is one such place. To mark Florence’s bicentenary our Parish Council 
obtained funding via our County Councillor, David Taylor, to replace the current place-signs at the entrances 
to the parish with ‘heritage’ versions featuring Florence’s image and announcing the villages as: ‘The Home 
of Florence Nightingale’. These will start appearing this year. It’s a small but important nod to that sense of 
a place and its individual history. 

If the short essay above presents the brief highlights of Florence’s relationship with Lea Hurst and the 
villagers of Dethick, Lea and Holloway, what bearing does any of this have on the present and future of Lea 
Hurst and its parkland? How important is it that a private place and an internationally renowned public 
figure, who grew up there and was influenced by it, are preserved in something like their historically most 
significant state?  

As a nation, we value our shared heritage and we have evolved laws to protect it. It is easy to identify the 
heritage importance of a castle or a ducal palace like Chatsworth, but the heritage value of what even 
Florence thought of as a minor country house like Lea Hurst, is more elusive. And what is the heritage value 
of Florence’s so very strong associations with this place and its surrounding villages? How do you define and 
assess that part of our shared heritage? Which is stronger in heritage value terms: the small country house 
set in its own parkland, or the person who will be forever most strongly associated with it? Or are they 
indivisible?  

The government’s National Planning Policy Framework (2019 edition) is clear about the importance of 
assessing accurately and thoroughly both the heritage asset and the setting in which it sits:  

190. Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that 
may be affected by a proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account 
of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should take this into account when considering the 
impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise any conflict between the heritage asset’s 
conservation and any aspect of the proposal. 
193. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage 
asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the 
weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or 
less than substantial harm to its significance. 

Historic England produces guidance to support the making of these judgements in “The Setting of Heritage 
Assets” (Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 2nd edition). There they state: 

‘Setting is the surroundings in which an asset is experienced, and may therefore be more extensive than its 
curtilage. All heritage assets have a setting, irrespective of the form in which they survive and whether they are 
designated or not. The extent and importance of setting is often expressed by reference to visual considerations. 
Although views of or from an asset will play an important part, the way in which we experience an asset in its 
setting is also influenced by other environmental factors such as noise, dust and vibration from other land uses in 
the vicinity, and by our understanding of the historic relationship between places. …. When assessing any 
application for development which may affect the setting of a heritage asset, local planning authorities may need 
to consider the implications of cumulative change. They may also need to consider the fact that developments 
which materially detract from the asset’s significance, may also damage the its economic viability, now or in the 
future, thereby threatening its on-going conservation.’ 
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The rest of this Newsletter tries to unravel these questions and argues that the whole of what remains of 
Florence’s Lea Hurst: the house, the gardens, the curtilage walls, the approach roads and gateways, the 
parkland and trees, and above all the vistas that Elizabeth Gaskell described, and Lea Hurst’s own setting 
within those vistas, should all be preserved and maintained as an historic entity that Florence herself would 
recognise as ‘home’ if she were to walk in the gate at the top of Yew Tree Hill tomorrow.  

When considering how much, or if at all, ‘heritage assets’ such as old houses, the homes of global figures, 
vistas, parkland, landscapes, should be altered or changed, the heart of the matter always comes down to a 
choice between the rights of the private landowner of the day and the protection of a wider public interest.  

To ensure that choice is transparent, clear and fair, a number of laws and protections are in place to assist in 
the making of that judgement.  

1. Listed building status. As we all know, this is applied to particular examples of historic buildings where 
the examples may be architecturally distinguished, or one a only a few survivors. The setting in which a 
listed building sits is also important and is considered as part of the ‘heritage asset’. Buildings can also be 
listed even if they are in themselves mundane or unexceptional, but were the home of very significant 
figures: Paul McCartney’s childhood council house and John Lennon’s aunt’s semi not far away are both 
Grade II listed, as is Lea Hurst. Which is the most significant element of Lea Hurst? Is it the domestic 
architecture fashioned by William Nightingale and his builder in no particular style but with a dash of 
Gothic? Is it its association with one of the most illustrious of all of the Victorians? Or is it as an example 
of a largely untouched minor country estate sitting relatively unchanged in its original setting?  

2. Listed Parks and Gardens. Protection is also legally applied to historic parks and gardens as examples of 
their types and Historic England began the register in the 1980’s. They are graded in the same way as 
buildings: the Georgian High Tor pleasure paths are Grade II*  as are the Victorian Lovers’ Walks in 
Matlock Bath. Willersley Castle and Whitworth Park at Darley Dale are Grade II. Derbyshire produced 
some eminent landscape architects: William Eames of Kedleston and his assistant John Webb, (who laid 
out Willersley’s grounds), in the Georgian period, and Paxton in the Victorian. It is not yet clear who laid 
out the Lea Hurst grounds and parkland: it was a typical lyrical Romantic layout with rolling gradients, 
distant vistas, avenues of trees, winding pleasure pathways through meadows, woods and parkland 
allowing views of the house, together with interspersed plantations, and, closer to the house, formal 
flower gardens, (Gaskell’s description again), with orchards and kitchen gardens. For more on how 
gardens and parks are graded and protected, you can look here: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/
what-is-designation/registered-parks-and-gardens/  

3. Conservation Area status. In 1996 a full Character Appraisal was carried out resulting in its adoption by 
AVBC and the designation of a large Conservation Area. The document can be accessed here: https://
dlhpc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/conservation-area-statement-for-dlh.pdf  It is worth quoting from its 
introduction: ‘Conservation Areas are defined in the Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990 as, 
‘areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to 
preserve or enhance’. Designation of such areas is a recognition, not of the value of individual buildings, which 
is the purpose of Listing, but of the area as a whole. Evidence of the special historic character or appearance of 
an area can be seen in features such as how buildings are grouped together, and the detailing of the buildings 
themselves. Other features such as established trees, hedgerows, walls and degrees of enclosure, also 
contribute to an area’s special character, and the purpose of Conservation Area status is to protect and 
enhance these features.’ Almost the whole of the three interlinked villages are included, along with Lea 
Hurst of course, and you can see the official map here: https://dlhpc.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/dlh-
conservation-area.pdf  

4. Special Landscape Area status. Much of Holloway, including portions of Lea Hurst’s parkland are 
designated as having Special Landscape Area status, partly because of the views out from them, partly 
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because of the way they allow views into Holloway from elsewhere in the valley. They are also part of he 
planted parkland avenue which led from Yew Tree Hill to the house itself. SLA’s are the areas of finest 
Derbyshire landscape outside the Peak District National Park. Special planning policies have been 
applied in these areas since 1985, to preserve and enhance their character. In 2016 AVBC commissioned 
a further Landscape Sensitivity Survey of all the borough’s main settlements, grading areas from low to 
high sensitivity. The whole of the DLH Conservation Area plus much additional agricultural land was all 
designated as ‘high’ sensitivity, in recognition of its unique character and wide visibility. The report 
concludes: ‘The landscape capacity in Holloway is heavily constrained due to the large number of designations 
within and adjacent to the settlement. All land surrounding Holloway is of high landscape sensitivity.’ You can 
look at the study here: https://www.ambervalley.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/landscape-sensitivity-
study/ . 

5. Neighbourhood Plan. Laboured over for more than two years, the Neighbourhood Plan still awaits its 
referendum which was deferred from last May because of Covid restrictions. The Plan has a whole section 
on the protection of landscape distinctiveness and identifies a number of ‘Green Gaps’: important 
landscape views available from sites within the settlement , and ‘Green Spaces’. Green Spaces are a new 
feature of Neighbourhood Plans and were created in the National Planning Policy Framework (Paragraphs 
76 to 78).  They enable communities to identify and protect areas that are of value or special importance 
to them. Once in place, they are subject to the same strong development restrictions as Green Belt, 
ruling out new development except in special circumstances. The parkland of Lea Hurst is designated as 
Green Space. The proposals have been endorsed by the independent Examiner who scrutinised it earlier 
this year and approved fit for local referendum. You can study the Neighbourhood Plan here: https://
ourdethickleaandholloway.files.wordpress.com/2019/01/dlh-v6.pdf  and the very well researched and 
presented ‘Dethick Lea and Holloway Character Appraisal’ here: https://
ourdethickleaandholloway.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/dethick-lea-and-holloway-k.pdf . This study, 
commissioned by the Neighbourhood Plan team, is a treasure trove of historical information and analysis.  

6. World Heritage Buffer Zone status. World Heritage Sites are places of global significance. They are 
recognised by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) through 
the World Heritage Convention. It is the highest level of recognition of heritage assets. As the UNESCO 
inscription makes clear, ‘Cultural and natural heritage is among the priceless and irreplaceable assets, not only 
of each nation, but of humanity as a whole. The loss, through deterioration or disappearance, of any of these 
most prized assets constitutes an impoverishment of the heritage of all the people of the world. Parts of that 
heritage, because of their exceptional qualities, can be considered to be of “Outstanding Universal Value” and 
as such worthy of special protection against the dangers which increasingly threaten them.’  There are only 32 
such sites in the UK and the Derwent Valley Mills site is one of the largest and most historically significant. 
it was established in 2001 and this link provides much helpful background information: http://
www.derwentvalleymills.org In order to protect and preserve any World Heritage site, a Buffer Zone is 
often drawn up. UNESCO’s advice is as follows: ’Wherever necessary for the proper protection of the 
property, an adequate buffer zone should be provided. For the purposes of effective protection of the 
nominated property, a buffer zone is an area surrounding the nominated property which has complementary 
legal and/or customary restrictions placed on its use and development to give an added layer of protection to 
the property. This should include the immediate setting of the nominated property, important views and other 
areas or attributes that are functionally important as a support to the property and its protection. The area 
constituting the buffer zone should be determined in each case through appropriate mechanisms. Details on 
the size, characteristics and authorised uses of a buffer zone, as well as a map indicating the precise 
boundaries of the property and its buffer zone, should be provided in the nomination. The buffer zone, per se, 
does not have Outstanding Universal Value but supports Outstanding Universal Value – sometimes through a 
scattering of attributes that are functionally linked to the property, sometimes as an essential context that 
allows an understanding of the Outstanding Universal Value - or for other reasons.’  The built environment 
and much of the landscape of Dethick, Lea and Holloway is all included in this Buffer Zone. Lea Hurst and 
the fortunes on which it originally rested were all derived from the industrial entrepreneurship of the early 
Nightingales in, as we have seen, lead mining and smelting, farming, financial investments in, and rents 
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received from, early industrialists like Arkwright, and then the establishment of new spinning mills at Lea. 
Whilst located in the Buffer Zone, the Lea Hurst story is inextricably bound up in the very earliest activities 
that kick-started industrialisation in Britain. It enables an ‘understanding of the Outstanding Universal 
Value’ represented by the iconic mills at Cromford, Matlock Bath, Milford, Belper, Darley Abbey and 
Derby.  

There are thus at least six layers of protection lying over Lea Hurst, its buildings, meadows and landscape 
vistas. But none of these deal directly with the question of Florence and what weight she has in any 
discussion about the significance of Lea Hurst now and in the future.  

From everything set out here in this survey of Florence’s connections with Lea Hurst, perhaps we can agree 
on the following: 

that Florence was and has remained one of the towering figures of Victorian Britain through her 
achievements in establishing the nursing profession, in hospital design and management, through the 
development of new statistical methods and representation, and in sanitary reform at the national and 
international level; that she practiced the earliest forms of that vocation here at Lea Hurst where she 
lived through all her childhood summers, when the house and its parklands were newly formed and at 
their height, and when the 650 souls in the three villages were almost all personally known to her; 

that in understanding what formed Florence, we need an understanding of her forebears: the 
Nightingales of Lea, the Evans and Shores of Cromford Bridge, the enmeshing of her family’s fortunes 
with those of the Arkwright’s, the Strutt’s, the Smedley’s. This draws Lea Hurst and Florence deeply 
into the rationale of the Outstanding Universal Value, of the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage 
Site;  

that in order to enable us to comprehend all of this, it is necessary for such valuable heritage assets as 
Lea Hurst - meaning the figure of Florence, the group of buildings, the parklands, the unchanged vistas 
- to be experienced in as close a manner as possible to the way Florence herself would have 
experienced it. This means the preservation of the building fabric, the parkland, the ‘green gaps’ and 
‘green spaces’, the tranquillity and the essential peacefulness of a country house set on the fringe of a 
village whilst still being an active part of it; 

that the memory of Florence and all that she represents is the most significant element of Lea Hurst’s 
heritage value. But we can only approach some understanding of her life there if the other heritage 
assets - buildings, parkland and vistas - are preserved in as near a state as possible to their mid-
Victorian form and arrangement. To disfigure or to degrade them destroys the link to Florence herself, 
and prevents future understanding and appreciation of what is an important and historically 
irreplaceable assembly of land and buildings with intimate connection to an illustrious figure. 
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End-piece 
Astonishingly, you can hear what Florence actually sounded like.  On July 30th1890, when Florence was 70, she was 
recorded, briefly, by Thomas Edison on his newly invented wax cylinder. She introduces herself very briskly with date 
and place, and then makes a very short appeal on behalf of the survivors of the Crimean War and their dependents.  

When I am no longer even a memory - just a name, I hope my voice may perpetuate the great work of my life. 
God bless my dear old comrades of Balaclava and bring them to shore.  

Florence Nightingale. 

You can listen to it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ax3B4gRQNU4   She sounds very much the member of 
the landed gentry to which she had - thanks to the Nightingale inheritance - always belonged. But despite the 
elevation of her enunciation, it is pleasant to think that she was quite capable of using Derbyshire words like 
‘scratting’, when writing back home to relatives and acquaintance. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ax3B4gRQNU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ax3B4gRQNU4

